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Abstract
How would future vehicle ownership evolve as car sharing
becomes dominant in urban scenario? How may we recreate
the sense of emotional attachments to personal vehicles?
How can we utilize the car even when it’s idle and thus making
ownership more sustainable?
Imagine a future model of vehicle ownership which challenges
the concept of personal vehicle and its role nowadays. This
project envisions such a future to inspire the people and spark
discussions about the subject.

Inspiration

Process

Result

The inspirations of the project is partly the development of
autonomous driving technology and the heated discussion
of a car sharing future that comes with it. The other part of
the it comes from the idea of open source development for
creating an ecosystem that facilitates itself in the long run.
The author believes the answer to a changing landscape of
mobility might not come from within but could be lying in
another field.

The author took a speculative approach to set the future
scenario based on research and interviews. After carefully
analysis of the information gathered, a realistic future mobility
model was generated, on the base of which the story and the
interior design was developed further through the common
vehicle design process. The process involves collecting image
boards, loops of ideation, sketching, modelling, prototyping as
well as feedbacks sessions along the way. The steps were not
in chronological order as the validation of the ideas requires
some steps to overlap. After the final design freeze, there was
also a period of time for the making of the physical model.

The result is Volvo Project Mirror - an ecosystem that goes
beyond mobility solutions. The main focus is the modular
interior concept that’s highly customisable for reflecting
personal characteristics, making sustainable incremental
updates according to different needs and different stages
of life, and more importantly, sharing furnitures and gears
in between home space and car to maximize usage, thus
blurring the line between the two.

1.
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Process
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Introduction

_Background
From ownership to sharing- Change we’ve all witnessed
In the recent years, we have been hearing news and rumors
about self-driving vehicles every now and then. With billions
of dollars in R&D and acquisitions, there’s plenty of fodder
for media hype in machine learning, and apparently most car
companies are betting that artificial intelligence utilized in selfdriving will be inevitable judging from their investment and
initiatives.
Concept cars against a backdrop of an autonomous future got
us really excited about the final reveal of those in the market.
As a whole the industry expects that we will see a significant
number of cars with some self-driving capacity on the road
by the early 2020’s, with the first vehicles mostly being luxury
cars or part of commercial fleets. And although the words
from the automakers could be overly optimistic for many
reasons, it seems likely that if you live in a major city you will
be able to hail some form of automatic car ride in less than a
decade(Walker, 2018)

billion by 2020, with over 12 million members worldwide.
(Richard, 2013) Car sharing can reduce car ownership at an
estimated rate of one rental car replacing 15 owned vehicles.
With a prospect of an autonomous future, services like vehicle
sharing will be exponentially more efficient as AI and big data
will come in to determine when where and how to distrubute
vehicles. Will cars in the future be merely part of the public
transportation system?

2.
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“I’ll love and protect this
car until death do us part!”

At the same time, there’s been a heated discussion about car
sharing alongside the emergence of the ride hailing services
and the different business models OEMs are developing
for themselves. Daimler’s Car2go, Volvo’s Sunfleet, BMW’s
Drivenow to name a few.

—Toad,“American Graffiti”

According to Navigant Consulting, global carsharing services
revenue will approach US$1 billion in 2013 and grow to US$6.2
5.
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A lingering question mark

“Hello?”

Through the Master study and internship experiences, the
author had chances to be engaged in projects where she
had to think holistically about the scenarios and experiences
and found great passion in doing so. Many of these projects
are based on the preconditions of car sharing. In such a
critical turning point of the industry, rethinking mobility is
relevant to all car companies, but the lingering question in
the author’s mind remained unanswered “ Will the feeling of
ownership disappear completely in the future?” This leads to
her questioning the future role of personal vehicles.
Does owning a personal vehicle mean the same in the
future? Is there a humane aspect of owning a car that gives
owning personal vehicles a good reason? Will cars get

caught in the flow of technology advancements and become
another piece of consumer electronics that’s equipped with
the newest screen to appeal, losing its charm from intricate
curves and surfaces and aerodynamic features, even engine
powers? ...Or maybe we can find value in what we take for
granted of cars and enlarge them, and use the technology to
change what’s so inefficient about vehicle ownership...in the
end facilitating the ownership experience in new ways.
One question lead to another, and finally became too much
to ignore. In this thesis project, the author takes the chance
to explore deeper into some of those questions and strive to
picture where future will lead us.

7. Image: The evolution of cellphones by Kyle Bean

Déjà vu
It always makes the author reflect upon the past decade,
during which smart phones rapidly became such a integral
part of people’s everyday life. To some they are even
inseperable.
This is because we use smart phones, whether conciously
or not, for documentation of our life. And the people have
developed such a dependence on it that on our own we
sometimes don’t know how to navigate through a city
anymore, we have impulses to check the phone when we
couldn’t remember a name or a place or the date of one
specific event.
We as a society end up where we are without much
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anticipation. But looking back how technology had pushed
our lifestyle to change, how mobile phones developed from
this creatively designed product with hundreds of variations
of models and C&M choices to merely the mono volume
shell that bares the technology that it is today. It explains
the déjà vu feeling one might get looking at the car industry
nowadays.
It has came to be obvious to the author that to understand
future we should also look into the past for threads. It is also
her belief that car industry is undergoing a reformation as
big as the emergence of smartphones and it is the designers’
job to anticipate the changing role of the product and its
relationship with people in this exciting time.

11

9-11. Image: screenshots of UNSDGs from official website.

_Relevance
Sustainability

“on average, cars are parked 95% of the time”

UN sustainable development goals
Years of fast consumption and development disregarding the
environmental influneces have led to some serious damage
to our planet. Developing sustainably became a hot topic all
responsible human being should take into account their own
cause.
The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, adopted by
all United Nations Member States in 2015, provides a shared
blueprint for peace and prosperity for people and the planet,
now and into the future. At its heart are the 17 Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs), which are an urgent call for
action by all countries - developed and developing - in a
global partnership. They recognize that ending poverty and
other deprivations must go hand-in-hand with strategies that
improve health and education, reduce inequality, and spur
economic growth – all while tackling climate change and
working to preserve our oceans and forests.
As for this project. It touched a few topics, among which
the most relevant are Goal 3, 11 and 12. The exploration of an
optimized mobility system is fundamentally about how to
reach a more sustainable way to distribute mobility resources
8.
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within a certain region according to population distribution
and lifestyles etc. As explained in short by UN, the goal is to
“Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient
and sustainable.”
On a micro level, the design process of the product, in this
case a car, should involve considerations of how the product
would be consumed and maximize the value of the product
by making it possible to be used to the fullest.
A bad example would be the car ownership nowadays.
One interviewee told the author, “ My sound system in the
car has the best quality, better than the one in my home”
While transportation adviser Paul Barter has confirmed
longstanding claims by urban planners that, on average, cars
are parked 95% of the time. Solving this problem doesn’t only
save more parking space and could make the city more dense
and livable. But also it would lead to significantly lower overall
spending on cars. (Morris, 2016)
Instead of switching to car/ride sharing entirely, the project set
out to find a way to make keeping the car more sustainable
for those who need the service.

Image: Airport Parkinglot in Chongqing China
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Process

_Overview
The design process of this project includes
•

•

Research on relevant topics, mega trends and industry
relevant advancements to find problem area and
knowledge base for concept ideation.
Interview and brainstorming sessions around the topic,
to understand the user and testing hypothesis.

•

Analyses of the research to find the prerequisites for the
project. The conclusion of which is a good base for the
ideation phase and any additional research.

•

Benchmarking before the ideation phase to learn from
existing projects for inspirations and avoiding sidetracks.

•

Inspiration for the proposed design solution and for
aesthetics.

•

Concept ideation built on top of previous steps to help
define the scope of the project and the focus area.

•

Ideation and sketches of a few rounds covering from
background story that set the tone of a future world to
mobility model to specific features in the vehicle.

•

Prototyping of ideas in the previous steps including
physical prototype and digital ones.

•

Development on chosen direction in both 2D and
3D. Several loops of iterations and decision makings
happened in this phase.

•

Final result that is able to showcase how elements come
together to form a complete concept that reconnects
to the research analyses. The vehicle design is also at
this point on a detailed level. It might be so that not
all of the steps listed are strictly in the chronological
order given that there were back and forth between
research, ideation and benchmarking. The ideation and
development overlapped for the most part in this project
while prototyping happened spontaneously through the
development phase.

•
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Car

RESEARCH THE INTERSECTIONS OF HOME. HUMAN AND MOBILITY
EXPLORE AND SET BOUNDARIES OF THE PROJECT
CREATE A VISION OF OWNERSHIP EXPERIENCE IN 2030

Exhibition preparation which involves the making of
an interactive physical model to engage the audience,
posters, and visuals presented in digital form to convey
the concept.

15

_Research
Volvo’s design philosophy reflects a thorough
consideration of human needs, it has a brand image
often associated with family and the value of home, it’s
never only about the speed and adrenaline.
As the design will be a marriage of those three on a
higher level, the general research phase will be laid out
in chapters.

*The image above is an abstract representation of what the
author is trying to achieve in terms of the design- a harmonic
design that has human, home and environment in the picture,
with car being the medium that better connects the three.

12-14.
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17.
Absorbed by Light by Design Bridge 15.
and Gali May Lucas

“It’s rewarding when
your design work
becomes a creative
endeavor where others
can be creative and do
more with it.”
- Yves Behar

1_Human
This part of the research helped to understand the users and
define the user.
A study by global tech protection and support company
Asurion found that the average person struggles to go little
more than 10 minutes without checking their phone. And
of the 2,000 people surveyed, one in 10 check their phones
on average once every four minutes. (SWNS, 2017) Anyone
living in this digital era would agree, people feel more distant
from each other while technology is often branded as to help
people connect and feel closer together. Digital well-being is a
new trend that tech companies have adopted and people are
starting to understand the importance of detaching.
The endeavour to humanize the technology so it functions
as something that brings people close and celebrate the
moments of togetherness to enhance well-being and safety
is what the author feels close to herself which also aligns with
Volvo’s values.

Celebration of individuality
The “Difference Makes Us” campaign launched by Etsy
in 2016 is a celebration of diversity of its users. It highlights
people’s individuality and creativity. It comprises two films
launched on YouTube, Facebook and Instagram. “Bedside
tables” shows the various quirky items next to people’s beds,
while the other one “Mugs” uses different mugs to illustrate
Etsy users’ diversity.
Adidas’ ‘One in a Billion campaign’ aims to celebrate
individuality and boost creativity in sport by encouraging
Chinese athletes to go against the grain.

16.
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These hugely successful campaigns are direct evidences
that young people resonate with the idea that they are
unique individuals. New generations are more expressive
of themselves and are also enabled by social platforms.
In 10-20 years when generation alpha start to make their
own purchases it will be even more obvious that they want
products that express who they are.

Creative boom
Simply proven by the screen shots shown above, the
technology nowadays is enabling people to create more, on
their own (not necessarily original)
The ever so dummy friendly softwares for design and tons of
tutorials on the web can turn many into their own “designers”
in weeks. If not, it is still possible to find a huge library full
of assets and ready made templates, follow other people’s
creative ideas make small personal tweaks. From interior
design to fashion and makeup, graphic and colour schemes
and construction of everything.
And it’s not only digital. 3D printers, local workshops offering
beginner level courses and online stores that sell every
component of, for example, a drone gave people a chance
also to make something physically.
Design or creative process is becoming less exclusive. It is the
author’s believe that as a designer it’s rewarding to empower
people with tools to create for themselves. It also aligns with
the UNSDG to promote well-being for people.

18.

Reasons to create
DIY can range from room painting to room construction, and
there are nearly as many psychological reasons for starting
DIY projects as there are tasks to be accomplished. Some
people love to do-it-themselves because they can create
places to live that are unmistakably different from all the other
homes in their neighbourhood or sometimes from all the
other homes on the planet. Others relish DIY because it gives
them more control over their world; they are closely involved
with the design and construction process. Some DIY-ers are
motivated by the desire to create spaces that they feel send
the right messages about who they are as a person – which
may be that they live an environmentally responsible life or
that they are concerned about physical fitness and need
an open space indoors for exercising on cold or rainy days.
Completed projects can provide the DIY-ers with a feeling
of satisfaction with a “job well done” that becomes almost
addictive.(Augustin, 2013)
The more thoughts and efforts put into making the stronger
personal attachment will be towards the item that store made
stuff can hardly compare.
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I think what makes a home
a home is the fact that the
things surrounding me are
my own, that I’ve chosen and
bought them myself. Things
also become something with
time. If you see my sofa, you
won’t see it in the same way
as I do.

“For many people, their two most expensive possessions
are a home and a car. Now techonology is bringing both
together, one as an extension of the other”

21.

- Eric, Copenhagen

19-20.

2_Home
Shifting population pattern
In the early 2010s, economic development emphasized renting
over home ownership and young people over families, and
clustered economic activity in urban cores instead of outlying
areas. This model didn’t need much from the political system.
But trends in recent years, affirmed by the latest census
data, show that we’re going to need a different framework in
the years to come, and it’s not clear yet if the economy and
political system are up to the task.
But every year that passes, the more population patterns
are starting to look like the old sprawling dynamic serving
suburban and exurban demand. Brookings says that 2012
was the peak of the “back to the city” movement. Urban
core population growth is trailing off, and exurban population
growth is surging. In 2017, the number of homeowning
households increased by over a million while the number of
renting households fell, the first drop in renting households
since 2004.(Sen, 2018)
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Emotional value of (building a) home
Only 7 percent feel that home is a geographical place
according to the home report done by Ikea. It’s the notion of
home that is truly what we dream of.
A new home is an investment in belonging and joy.
Homebuyers prefer newly built homes because they get more
flexibility with the space and save money over the lifetime
of the home. Homeowners that move into their brand-new
dream home have a special bond with their living spaces and
an additional sense of belonging as they go through their new
daily life.
Taking control of all the decisions that go into building a home
and choosing options that meet the needs of the household
and facilitate comfortable, easy living make a house a home.
Every detail, every decision made during the building process
help foster a sense of belonging felt by a homeowner in their
home. (Brown, 2014)

Smart home
Homes are getting smarter and more efficient, accelerated
by smart phones and tablets interacting with connected
objects and devices. From basic security monitoring to
smart appliances, lighting, window coverings, irrigation,
entertainment systems and more, tons of the most advanced
of the smart home technology can be spotted every year at
CES().
A new survey of homeowners and renters in four very
different countries (US, India, Brazil and France) by Whirlpool
Corporation showing clear consumer preferences for
all-things-uncomplicated. What people want, it seems,
are “smart features that are easy to understand and are a
practical and efficient addition to their everyday household
tasks”.
For many people, their two most expensive possessions are
a home and a car. Now technology is bringing both together,
one as an extension of the other. In an accelerating trend,
smart homes and connected cars are converging — and the
pairing promises new lifestyle benefits. (Calem, 2019)
The smart home integration technology was introduced with
the Alexa amalgamation by Ford and Amazon in the year
2017. Alexa gives in-car command over carport doors, home
lighting, and any other gadget that may be associated with
your home’s PC network through the SYNC3 infotainment
system seen in new Ford automobiles.(2018)
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3_Mobility
This chapter is a compilation mobility related issues and
trends that may influence the path taken by the project. The
aim is to understand how they potentially can be utilized or
should be avoid.

having growing infants also means the need for space and
configuration is a rapid changing one and is very much
compromised so far.

Changing needs and different rate of expiration.
One of the strong use cases of sharing mobility is that
people don’t always need an off-roader or a limousine.
People know owning a huge car just for the twice a year
family trips is not the most economic or sustainable choices
but there weren’t so many choices before.

Comparison of different models.
The different sharing models available on the market
nowadays closed the gap between public transportation and
private vehicles. They offer privacy and driving experience
while taking care of the maintenance problems. There’s still a
few things that is irreplaceable about private vehicles, which
is why despite the rapid rise of car sharing, the sales of cars
are still at a decent level each year.
The author believe the current choices of whether to go
for car sharing or ownership very much depend on the
individual lifestyles of people.. For example if they are
digital natives, young and urban population that also values
sustainability, then they are way more likely to adopt car

sharing. But that might change in the future.
With autonomous vehicles finally come to the market, the
choice of whether to go for car sharing or ownership will
more likely be a rational one depending on where people
are located. The efficient car sharing would work nice and
seamlessly in densely populated urban areas while in the
suburbs where people living in houses and have no worry
about finding a parking space, the benefit of spontaneous
travel will still exist for people to choose some kind of
ownership over sharing. This ownership includes anything
from long term leasing to actually purchasing of a car.
Keeping a car by the side is the major difference.

From the author’s interview with people living in suburban
areas, she learned that most people have two cars. “ They
always have a ugly small one and a big nice one.”, said Frida.
On the other hand the interior of the car becomes obsolete
in a different rate for different reason.
In a finding that will surprise few people, data from the US
Bureau of the Census has revealed that the most common
mode of transportation to work within the US is “driving
alone in a private vehicle.” This mode of transportation to
work accounted for 76.4% of all commuters in the US in
2014, according to the data.(Ayre, 2016)

25.

No Maintenance

Sustainability

Efficiency

Spontaneity

Familiarity

No Restriction

Sharing
This means the driver seat is used way more often than the
other seat and the other seat in many cases are just not
really needed to be there. They only increase weight of the
car and take up space.

Ownership

The different rate of going obsolete for interior and exterior
is a huge problem to solve in terms of sustainability goals.
This falls into the realm of Goal 12 from the UNSDGSResponsible consumption and production.
During the research phase, through talking to random users
the author also got a very important insight, which is when
the family is welcoming a new baby, the needs immediately
change. The extra seats are not only not used but even
became somewhat a burden just taking up the space that
is supposed to be the leg room for the kids. The nature of

22
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Manufacturer to Service provider
Volvo, like many other traditional car companies, has been
seeking to transform into a service provider rather than a
pure car manufacturer since it introduced Care by Volvo - its
own vehicle subscription services which includes the whole
profile of Volvo cars. And just by a few steps, the costumer
will be able to get a Volvo car for a monthly subscription fee
that starts at 3995 kr/ month.

4_Volvo Cars
The project is done in collaboration with Volvo Cars.
This chapter is to understand and align the value with Volvo.
Human Care
It’s established that Volvo is a human centric brand that puts
people first when it comes to designing every aspect of a
product. Safety especially, is a promise that Volvo continued
to undertake. Volvo claimed that by 2020, no one will be killed
or seriously injured in a new Volvo car.
From a land of unspoiled nature, Volvo also has its sustainability
commitments as a car brand.

27.
Image: Screenshot from Volvo lifestyle commercial.

Volvo has described the objective of Care by Volvo as
to provide convenience by offering access, insurance,
maintenance and support within a single package

Swedes desire wide, open spaces,” says Tisha. “We bring this
to our cars by using panoramic roofs and materials that are
light and natural.” Tisha likens it to the open space you get
inside a Swedish home, with the roof allowing light to flood in
like a skylight over a staircase.
Maximising natural light and using warm, tactile materials is
a link to the land that Volvo cars come from, Tisha says. “The
country is unspoiled,” she explains. “Forest, lakes and ocean
are available to all. Swedish life is, by nature, a kind of luxury.
Our aim is to bring this experience to our customers.”

This proves Volvo’s active exploration into new means of
owning a vehicle that improves the ownership experience
nowadays that had actually remained unchanged for many
decades. Volvo is imagining that by 2050 one third of its
revenue will come from car subscription services.
A new start-up by Volvo providing mobility called M is
claiming to help people move freely, meaningfully and
sustainably. The keyword here is access. In the time of
industry transformation, attempts to re-imagine mobility are
very relevant.

To the author, the topic of interest. is also aligning with
Volvo’s interest to consider where it’s heading as a company.
Considering how the future of ownership will evolve and
where will it be positioned in the big mobility system opens
up possibilities to the new role Volvo will take on. How do
we improve the experience of ownership in a way that aligns
with the current brand value of Volvo, by proactively think
about the human centric and sustainable approaches to
what form the cars will take and how technology can make a
difference.

“Welcome to the future of the car
experience, where a simple monthly
subscription is all you need. This is
Care by Volvo...”

Premium Factors
Since 2012, Volvo position itself among the traditional
German luxury brands BMW, Mercedes and since 2014, it
has successfully established itself as one by the introduction
of XC90 to the market, followed by a line of new products
designed on a new platform. With iconic design features and
elegant proportions.
Scandinavian Lifestyle
It extends to three aspects that define the design language of
a Volvo, Scandinavian Activity, Authority and Creativity.
According to Tisha Johnson, Interior director, People are
captivated by the idea of a Scandinavian sanctuary. She’s
talking about a fundamental element of Swedish life – enjoying
the time you spend outside, while creating a place to come
home to that will shelter you from landscape and weather that
can sometimes be unforgiving.

24
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A vision
Sharing mobility will eventually merge into bigger public
transportation system as people stop seeing it as their
possession to show status but merely a way to get around.
People in the suburbs on the other hand, have the space and
the need for a personal vehicle.

sharing (public transportation)

_Research Conclusion

32.

With the people showing more creative and expressive needs,
the author feels the need to empower the people with a
framework through which they can create, reflect who they
are and generate that emotional attachment with the vehicle,
which is something fading with the recent trends.

Prerequisite
User
Both according to the demographic distribution and the
consideration of different lifestyles, the target user will be
Generation X(born from mid 1990s to 2000s) families
starting to build a new life.

The car industry today is very protective of their technology
so even though their hardware is really luxurious the
development of in car system can barely compare to that of
for example a mobile operating system for its fast iterations.
The development loop of a car is really long in comparison
to other electronics which makes the screens and UI on the
market always out dated. People change to new cars because
of advancements on powertrain or new energy but interior is
often far from the expiration.

Location
The backdrop of the project is outskirts of the city. and the
people in the suburbs don’t have access to a fully automated
public transit system. There’s also more space in the suburbs
to cater for a personal vehicle and a different kind of lifestyle
and set of needs.

The challenge is also to change the unsustainable image
of cars to solve the problem of waste resources caused by
the different rate of expiration, idle times, and excessive
components that are not necessary.

26

private (including leasing)

This is where the outlook of a future ownership comes in. In
the author’s mind it should ideally be a system without the
complication of maintaining a car enabled by Volvo’s care-free
services and automation, but with spontaneous access and a
highly flexible interior configuration which is entirely up to the
user. By creating an open source platform, it will enable all the
brilliant minds to bring in solutions which eventually promote
a wider use of the platform and truly benefit the customers
in the end. The customer will be able to be engaged in the
creation of the interior, use the components beyond the time
in car and thus have a deeper connection to the objects. The
modular platform also allows for obsolescence of components
at different rate and cater for changing needs.

Service
The service model breaks the link between exterior and
interior, allowing users to configure the interior from scratch
for themselves. The leasing contract with Volvo provides
them with power-trains and platforms on which interior
components can easily be mounted and rearranged.
Time Frame
Time frame for the project is set to Year 2030-2040 when
most companies nowadays claim to have reached level 5
autonomy, and self-driving car starting to spread outwards to
suburban areas.

2020

2030

2040

2050
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_Goals & Wishes
The bullet points explain the expected outcomes(Goals) and
something more(Wishes) if time allows.
Goals
-Get a deeper understanding of the changing future context
and the unchanged nature of people through research,
interview and analysis.
-Create a story board based on interview and observation
that showcases the care for context and human factors from
research findings.
-Having a holistic design that provokes a discussion about the
future vehicle ownership experience-including the physical
aspect of how to customize and the digital platform for
people to communicate their creations.
-For the scenario, having the full scene built up in 3D as well
as physical model
-have a well-structured report with a decent level of academic
reading and writing.
-Live like a happy and healthy human being.
Wishes
-User testing of prototype
-Illustrations of key shots
33. Photo by Tom Grimbert on Unsplash
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36-37.

_Benchmarking
Mobility concepts
Hyundai “Mobility Vision” Concept
Hyundai unveiled a whole bunch of futuristic things at CES
2017: a low-cost driverless car, a bunch of robot exoskeletons,
and an electric scooter. But the most out-there thing the
South Korean automaker had to show wasn’t even physically
present because it doesn’t exist yet.
Hyundai’s “Mobility Vision” concept is a mash-up of a
smart home with an autonomous vehicle, with futuristic
furniture moving seamlessly between both. The idea is your
autonomous vehicle is docked to your home via some sort
of portal, becoming a cool extension that just detaches when
you’re ready to be whisked across town for an errand or road
trip. The motivation, Hyundai says, is to “blur the line between
mobility and living and working space, integrating the car into
the daily lives of users.”
Think of it as an added room that doubles as a car. Doubling
down on the science fiction, Hyundai included a floating chair
in its concept that moves seamlessly between the house and
the car.

“When we did our user
studies. What we found
is that most users don’t
care about modularizing
the core functions. They
expect them all to be there.
To always work, and to be
consistent.”
-Rafa Camargo
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Modular concepts.

Renault Symbioz Concept
With SYMBIOZ Concept, your car is no longer separate
from your living space. It has been designed as a genuine
extension to your home. Shapes, colours, materials, features...
Everything is designed so that you feel like you never leave
your lounge while you are travelling. And when you do stay at
home, your car becomes an additional room for your house.
The welcoming interior and digital features are always at your
disposal.

Fosh and open-source hardware
The term open source hardware usually means that information
about the hardware is easily discerned so that others can make
it – coupling it closely to the maker movement. It opened the
door to as many people as possible to redesign, rebuild and
share their experiences and knowledge. All of this adding to
the ethos of rapid design and development as economically
as possible, The original sharer gains feedback and potentially
improvements on the design from the FOSH community. It
encourages collaboration and generates an increasingly more
diverse scope of design perspective than any company is
capable of developing and sustaining long term.
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Google Project ARA and more
Google’s project ARA was probably one of the most anticipated
modular concepts of a consumer electronics product. Though
it was never realized, there’s a few takeaways from the project.
This modular project claims to have the benefits including
expandability, future-proofing, customization, cost-savings
and repairability so why is it that we are still changing to new
phones every few years instead of swapping modules?
One big problem is that customization of this kind of device is
really a niche thing, most people are fine with what everyone
else has. The core functions are simply too complicated for
most to figure out.
For expandability, it’s great except they only work on this
one phone and nothing else. While products on the market
usually connect to phones through a standard slot making
them universal.
Future proofing sound really economically friendly and
sustainable which is also a huge point of this thesis concept
but the project ARA phones are not really future proofing
because you can not actually switch the motherboard or the
screen, given that they are the base unit.
But still the idea is really cool and is a good case to study.
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_Inspiration
Concept

43.

42.

Blur the line
In order to make the space inside a car
more natural for people to stay. It could be
interesting to have the modular furniture pieces
interchangeable between home and house.

Emotional warmth- Scandinavian Design
During the long months of darkness, Scandinavian homes
had to offer psychological warmth as well as physical shelter
and the notion of domestic cheer is embedded in the
Scandinavian approach to design.
Scandinavian style also means a few things:

44.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Integration with nature
Use of natural light
Simplicity in form
Emotional warmth
Creative use of natural materials with craft
Functionality and comfort
Inclusiveness

Expression

Highly flexible
Influenced by the evolution of smart mobile devices in our everyday life,
The project seeks to find a similar approach to treat the physical products
in the logic of open source software. Imagining appstore as the interior
components shop and the consumers can either be one that downloads
new app or develop new app for themselves if they have the skill within
themselves. But the platform would offer the possibility for them to do
so.

45.

46.

A Volvo touch.
Thoughtful simplicity.
Unconventional.

Simple yet smart

47.

48.

material driven

41.
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_Concept Ideation
Background story

Concept Layout

Early ideation of the concept also involved exploring a new way of parking that enables new iteration between vehicle and
human inside the house. But this aspect was discontinued after concept gateway. In some of the final renderings you will still
get a hint of the open garage feeling based on the then chosen concept layout C, but it’s mainly for explaining modularity’s sake
and not properly developed or tested.
Status Quo

Concept Layout

An autonomous vehicle development timeline highlighting changes within Volvo:
2020. Fossil fuelled cars are banned completely in most countries on the world.
2022. Level 4 Autonomy self driving cars enter the market.

A

B

C

2025. Countries started to enforce laws to prohibit unautonomous cars from entering the city that would jeopardize a
highly efficient seamless transition system.
2027. A joint effort by the government and car companies made autonomous cars a part of the public transportation
system. Different companies as different service provider. People forgot that once upon a time, cars represent freedom
and identity. Freedom is for everyone now. Except for the increasing gap between urban and suburban citizens of
access.
2028. Volvo take on the challenge to develop from the base of its autonomous car a concept to re-engage people with
the car’s creation process. Facilitating the experience of ownership. It is aiming at provide people in the suburbs with the
freedom to travel any time with ease. While owning a vehicle seems like a huge commitment in year 2033. The modular
system allow for an interchangeable interior with home that you can upgrade gradually overtime.
2030. Volvo launched Project Mirror with new families around Gothenburg. The selection of new catalogue houses
are equipped with a potential dock for a vehicle that serves as a moving room.
2031. Volvo collaborate with companies including IKEA, B&O, Menu, Hay to develop hardware compatible for both
home and car, bridging the two. Volvo also facilitate an online community where users of the platform can exchange
experiences with each other and spread advanced home/car modification methods, as well as purchase or exchange
gadgets to upgrade their “room”
2036. Six years since the new system fully launched, a video is uploaded by one of the first adopters documenting the
changes in their life as they are reflected on the configuration of Volvo.

Illustration representing Volvo Project Mirror. Also based on Concept layout C
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User
The concept of “prosumer”
PROsumers is a term that was originally coined by Alvin Toffler in his 1980 book The Third Wave. The term is a mixture of the
word “producer” and “consumer”, originally intended for the active role that consumers would play when goods would be
mass customized in the production process. Alvin envisaged a world where consumers would be able to alter the design of
the product they want and therefore become an integrated part of the development process, shifting from “consumers” to
“prosumers”.(Vikram, 2016)
As society develops, prosumer has more implied meanings than when it was first introduced. Apart from the original, common
connotations also include product/brand advocate such as reviewers and bloggers, semi-professional consumers.
Based on the research conclusion, the design process of the interior should both be flexible and inclusive. This approach fits the
wide adoption of the term and again adds credibility to the user case.

How far can customization of an interior go?
Take a look at different people’s home, one would easily tell
what kind of people it belongs to.
Customization is a rarely talked about together with home,
because it naturally is-one pick and assemble it based on
individual needs, we somehow accepted that’s not the case
for cars. Our personal vehicle, similar in it being a personal
spaces, offers very limited customization in comparison.
The author made some quick collages as inspirations to
express different styles of different people would influence
the look and feel of an interior.

Image: Collages as inspirations
to express different styles of
different people would influence
the look and feel an interior.
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_Ideation&sketches
Layout
Through the interview with a family of four, the author learned
that they changed three cars in four years and are considering
to even change to a new one. The rapid changing needs
support the initial idea of breaking the link between exterior
and interior in order to create a more sustainable mobility
model.

Exterior
Also what’s defining for this project is that the interior space
should be able to cater for the changing needs.
Here are the different layouts based on different stages of life,
generated from the interview.

As the exterior is not the focus of the project but more a
suggestion of the volume. I created a mono volume with
indication of functions.
•
•

4300x2000x1770(mm)
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•
•

The base and shell being two separate pieces giving
more of a modular feeling to exterior as well.
The door opening should be made as big as possible to
ensure good accessibility.

It should indicate the biggest of the interior which is the
frame in a somewhat subtle way.
Docking of the vehicle to the house although not
visualized should be considered while designing for the
exterior.

Package
The exterior package is set out to be as compact as possible.
In the end it was based on XC40 but with even shorter length.
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Interior
Heavily inspired by the grid picture below, ways of developing
a interior base were explored. The idea is having different
mounting mechanisms for small and big objects, as well as
having an indication of where to put stuff inside the vehicle.

the side of the vehicle. While electromagnetic panels are used
for mounting heavier objects, seats-as they are directly related
to certain safety requirements, and anything that needs to use
power.

In the end the decision was made that physical connection
would be used for small objects- having a grid pattern along

Frame+Modules
The frames in the interior should give a technical yet simple
look. It shouldn’t be too complex and compete with the style
of the furniture as they will be put inside to complete the
interior. The frames should also have a clear indication of how
it should be used.

40
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Frame+Modules
Design focus
The possibilities of interior module as the concept
suggested are endless and could only show its value
when it’s done with collective effort from a good range
of different brands from different fields. So in terms of
this project, unfortunately what I can show is only a small
fraction of what’s possible and couldn’t represent the full
potential of it.

Physical connection: Grid
The objects will fit in the slots of the pre-installed grid. Grid
extensions can also be purchased or custom-made given its
simple form.
The interior of the vehicle would slowly upgrade from
what’s the essential to a more complete space over time.
One of the biggest charm of the project would be shown
in a video that reflects a changing layout over 6 years
of time. The layout drawings in the video which were
introduced on page 38 determined the essential elements
that appear. Other added objects are either for explaining
the functionality or to make the story richer and more
believable.

The base shows that the objects that enters also have a unified
pattern to suit the same grid.

49.

48.
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Playful customization
One way to use the grid for decorative purpose can be to fill
it with puzzles of different colours to form patterns. The lego
like approach is playful and entertaining to all age groups.
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Open Garage
Imagine some thing between a car port and a patio. Extended
part of the house can serve as an open garage. The grid
installed in/outside the house can be where you store extra
modules or bring modules inside.

50. Image: Lapka sensors on Project ARA phone.

Electromagnetic connection
Inspired by Google Project ARA and similar modular phone
projects, through this connection, functions would be added
to the car. And the connection point can be enabled and

disabled for fixation purpose on personal devices.
These connection points will be indicated by patterns on the
surface and following the style of the grid.

For furnitures like chairs. The upper frame
and lower base can be separate parts for
versatility. Users can take the upper piece
in the car and leave the base outside
which still serves as a good looking stool,
but with less comfort in comparison.

Image: Muuto Fiber Family.
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_Development
Exterior
The development of the exterior is mainly to get the
architectural mono-volume shape right in different
perspectives. and consider details like rim/ exterior shut lines.
In the end reaching the stage of what’s represented in the
physical model.
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Interior-Frame
The design of the frame is the focus of the project. The aim
is to make it simple enough so it doesn’t appear weird with
all the different styles of furnitures in, but not too much so it
feels empty or plain.

After feedback session with interior designers, the advice
adopted was to look at some spatial architecture interior
design images for inspiration and keep the feeling of the
upper right rendering at the same time.
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Key sketch
The feeling of soft surface ending with a clean cut in the
proposal above was what got most positive feedback and
was chosen as the key sketch to develop further in 3D.

The line of white part which can also be seen as the edge
of the frame in this rendering is overall more balanced and is
taken as the final direction as well.
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Frame
The frame wraps around one side of the car as well as front
and back, connecting the interior base parts together and is
used as the frame to mount on climate control modules and
lighting modules behind the seating area.
This design also adds credibility to future-proofing of the
project, making even the modules hidden behind the base
changeable
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_Prototyping
Grid

Digital platform

For a 1:6 scale model, the grid gets pretty small and it’s
essential to test it out in prototype if the final model would
work with modules plugged in.
This is the first trial using laser-cut and 2cm acrylic board.
Pillars in both directions are 1mm thick. And although it’s
achievable the end result is far from satisfying for the laser
cutting process caused the board to heat up and expand as
it was being cut resulting in a wobbly final appearance.

Different thickness of the pillar was then tested, increasing
by 0.2mm each time until an optimum thickness was found.
It was 1.4mm in the end, taken into account the laser cut
would make it even slightly thinner.
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For later presentation of the full project, a website
framework was built. A clean aesthetics of the
online community goes together with the theme
of the grid once again. The aim here is to have
some visuals that support the story and gives a
glimpse of a working ecosystem. By the end of the
thesis project, this part is still undone but will be
continued after.
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Results
_Final design
Volvo Project Mirror.
Project Mirror is not a traditional
vehicle design project. It’s not
one interior/exterior design. It’s a
future mobility ecosystem aiming
at an existing group of people
who need the service and was
built from there. It challenges
the preconceptions of personal
vehicles and ownership.
The result includes a series of
possible user scenarios that best
represent the essence of this
project.

A rendering of almost all modules I;ve made during the course of this project.
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Service overview
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LEASE
VEHICLE BASE

BUY
THIRDPARTY FURNITURE

CONFIGURE
INTERIOR SPACE

INSPIRE
THE COMMUNITY

The vehicle base is provided by Volvo. It’s an empty shell where
magic starts. The choice of vehicle base only determines how
much space there is to work with.

Together with Volvo, different manufactures develop and
produce objects that fits to Volvo’s vehicle base. For example,
furniture by IKEA or Muuto, sound system by B&O etc.

Users can then create their own interior based on their needs
at the point in life.

In the end, a social economy is built within the community
where people would trade and recycle items, or educate and
inspire each other. All of this is facilitated by Volvo and its
users together.
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The exterior light that is fixed along the belt of the car can
only be seen from the outside. It follows principal of the 360c
concept that reflects the responsibility taken on by Volvo to
be the safest car manufacture even in an autonomous context.

Vehicle Base
The grid that wraps to the two ends can have other added
functions like display to indicate moving direction since the
style of the car is non-directional.

The connection points on the panels add graphic elements
that’s fitting the style of the grid.

Connecting the chair through electromagnetic panel.
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Connecting a trash bin through grid on the side of the vehicle.

Configure the interior with AR boosted phone
directly inside the car.
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_User Scenario
Mirror of personality
Different series of modules were created based on the collages
during the ideation phase for the purpose of different kind of
aesthetics could result in completely different interior mood
given the same base. It shows the versatility of the concept,
and fulfil one of the claims made at the beginning.

Different series of modules were created based on the collages
during the ideation phase for the purpose of different kind of
aesthetics could result in completely different interior mood
given the same base. It shows the versatility of the concept,
and fulfil one of the claims made at the beginning.
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Mirror of Home
When the car is docked to the house, one can see from the
style of the vehicle that it’s an extension of the interior style
and the person’s life leaves its marks in both spaces which are
the non mobile home and the extension of it.
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The blurred edge of spaces makes it easier for people to get
back into the vehicle, swap between home and car and hence
truly maximize the usage of the vehicle space as well as the
interior components.
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Mirror of life

Still shots from the video.

Finally, the rendered version of the storyboard on this page
to demonstrate how one can gradually upgrade the vehicle
according to one’s very own needs.
The possibility of incremental updates offers a low barrier for
new comers, is more sustainable in the way that it eliminates
useless gadgets that comes by default, and is really mimicking
the way we customize our own home and therefore can be
proven effective in creating that emotional bound.

2030
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2036
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Conclusion

About the goals and wishes ,and the project
1. Five-months is really tight and stressful for such a degree
project with the long to-do list made by the ambitious author
at the time. Considering similar length projects done in
school were mostly group projects and not involving serious
documentation and uncompromising aesthetics of a 70+ page
report. Time management skill was the key learning from this
process. By setting goals and laying out a tight yet realistic
timetable for deadlines of each stage, there’s no one to blame
for not reaching these goals in the end. Looking back, most
of the goals are ticked from the list, while small changes were
made along the way knowing better what’s most effective
and impactful in the given time. There’s still many moments
when smarter decisions could have been made. Sticking to
the time plan with some flexibility and not delaying making
decisions so that the project can have a better depth are
valuable lessons that would greatly benefit professional work.
What is worth mention is that from the start, it has been part
of the challenge for the author to live healthily and happily
throughout the process. Now at the end of it, it’s proud to say
that the author had reached her goals without compromising
her own health. She kept up with not only school work but
also physical exercise and cooking etc. for a good daily
routine which helps clearing the mind each day. Taking proper
breaks also turned out beneficial by increasing motivation
and productivity afterwards. By planning and taking time off,
more is achieved in the end.
2. The making of this project can be described as satisfying
because it’s so complete in terms of design process. From
research to concept formation, sketching to detailing and
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finally presentation, physical model and more, the author
validated and reinforced her own belief and it was positively
reflected in the holistic future experience presented in the end.
All the skills learned during past projects were utilized and
also new ones were picked up along the way as it’s the ways
of learning and problem solving that were gained from the
master study. Few of the achievements include conducting
interviews for creating real persona for the first time, making
3D modelling and rendering to a new level, also for the first
time doing a physical model. And it’s especially great fun to
explore not only use physical model as a demonstration of the
styling but also as an interactive tool to tell the story better.
3. This thesis started off by proposals of different concept
directions, including mentally controlled vehicle, last mile
transportation, a solution for the awkwardness between
strangers in a shared vehicle. The one that I ended up
choosing was the most vague and broad topic of them all
and it was worrying to some at the beginning. First idea was
far from a realistic design solution-a scene suddenly emerged
one day with a mid aged man sitting inside a car alone. The
augmented green house is playing back a panorama video
clip of a little girl’s birthday party with balloons everywhere
and people singing and laughing, but the house was actually
completely dark. Nobody was home...Then it occurred, what
a waste of technology if this kind of vehicles are parked away
in garages. How that Si-fi scene turned into a valid design
problem and then turned into the concrete concept it is now
with foundations in research is quite intriguing and great
learning to know the worth of evolving and improving an idea.

4. One of the biggest frustrations experienced during the
design process was the uninspired moments. It’s always so
demotivating when a satisfying result was not achieved
after multiple tries or when a good pace slows down. What’s
learned this time through facing the same situations over and
over was accepting that it’s natural and instead learn to find a
way to get back on track. Being in peace with that and being
realistic about one’s own limits turned out beneficial in the
later phase of thesis.

mentors from the company were fully on board,
supporting the focus on building the story as complete as I
can instead of cutting it short to work on other stuff that
are less important for this specific project.

5. It turned out to be quite a unique project and reflection
of the author’s personal interests. Throughout her early study
years as a transportation design student, she has always felt
somewhat out of place. Passion for design is unquestionable
but it’s often the “wrong part” of the project that was spent
the most effort. It was never so clear to her what to contribute
as a designer which changed through her master study
in Umeå. It’s more clear to now that a good design is a lot
about the story and if it’s done right not much convincing or
explanation is needed. It’s also more clear that it is possible
to influence through design, to raise awareness, to change
preconceptions, to foresee bigger issues. It can be all the
above besides the description associated with a job title,
which is really quite exciting.

6. The regret of the project is that sometimes more paths
could be explored but due to a fear of failing and losing time,
some possibilities were overlooked instead. This could be a
issue that hinders a better result, or a realistic compromise.
Though hard to tell from the end result without comparison,
It’s clear to the author herself that there were moments that
it’s more the first s cenario. F inding t hat b alance a nd p ush
to take a harder path is still something to improve on in the
future.

The project also helped her find the place she want to be in
a design community. Somewhat a hybrid between vehicle
designer and user experience designer, if it has to be put into
existing titles.

The end result has many aspects still to improve, but in terms
of the biggest goal- to challenge the narrow preconceptions
around personal vehicle’s role and to inspire people of the
possible future model of ownership and to start such a
conversation with people, it can be considered
achieved. A great feeling that the school as well as my
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entropy&cs=srgb&dl=ben-kolde-408308-unsplash.jpg. [Google home pod]
Image22 : http://www.mypet.com/img/new-pet-owner/PetAlone_Header_banner.jpg. [Dog in car]
Image23 : http://www.surfedukators.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/Untitled-28-1024x682.jpg. [Isetta]
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Image24 : https://www.roseoubleu.com/23470-thickbox_default/car-seat-carrying-strap-by-cocobelt.jpg. [baby
seat]
Image25-27 : https://www.volvocars.com. [Volvo website]
Image28 : http://www.carstyling.ru/resources/concept/2014_Volvo_Concept_Estate_Interior-Design-Sketch_02.
jpg.(2014). [Sketch]
Image29-31 : https://www.volvocars.com/intl/cars/care-by-volvo. [Care by Volvo]
Image32 : https://i.pinimg.com/564x/13/ed/50/13ed5043bd8c29934906feba4545292f.jpg. [family]
Image33 : https://images.unsplash.com/photo-1544078847-5f811fb3edbd?ixlib=rb-1.2.1&q=85&fm=jpg&crop=entro
py&cs=srgb&dl=tom-grimbert-1205172-unsplash.jpg. [tom grimbert-Snow]
Image34-35 : https://www.hyundai.news/eu/brand/hyundai-motor-demonstrates-mobility-vision-with-hyperconnected-car-and-smart-house/. [Hyundai Mobility Vision Concept]
Image36-37 : https://life.renault.co.uk/concept-cars/symbioz-concept/.[Renault Symbioz]
Image38 : https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/ba/Zoybar_Hardware.jpg.[Fosh]
Image39 : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CcQxdjHlKO4&t=455s.[Project ARA quote]
Image40 : https://i.pinimg.com/564x/28/af/db/28afdbed1692f138a727798e4490758b.jpg.[Inspiration]
Image41 : https://www.nortstudio.be/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/bench-URBAN-SHAPES-16-1.jpg.[Nort Studio]
Image42 : https://i.pinimg.com/564x/75/3c/c6/753cc68bff48ccedb2aee7f0b3b9a53b.jpg[Interior in truck]
Image43 : https://images.unsplash.com/photo-1528816614076-7d33098505a2?ixlib=rb-1.2.1&q=85&fm=jpg.
[Scandinavian home-interior]
Image44 : https://honka.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/modern-log-home-inkoo-860.jpg. [Scandinavian house
in snow]
Image45 : https://mir-s3-cdn-cf.behance.net/project_modules/2800_opt_1/e33d7445641363.58375b03c91d4.jpg.
[Volvo charger]
Image46 : https://i.pinimg.com/564x/bc/da/51/bcda510e67ff0fd1d46e0ed03b239baf.jpg. [Console]
Image47 : https://i.pinimg.com/564x/d0/b6/7d/d0b67d484678ce03f680d2bc138d1871.jpg. [Volumes]
Image48 : https://images.unsplash.com/photo-1512078105203-0b8930825e5c?ixlib=rb-1.2.1&q=85&fm=jpg&crop=entropy
&cs=srgb&dl=jacob-weinzettel-465077-unsplash.jpg. [Jacob Weinzettel-chairs]
Image49 : https://i.pinimg.com/564x/4e/65/77/4e65772c19c6a0faaad945e50d4a9a79.jpg. [Shelf with wooden
boxes]
Image50 : https://i.pinimg.com/564x/0b/13/c3/0b13c310ef6cdc8ca54386914caa5d18.jpg. [Mosaic wall]
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